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From #1 blockbuster bestselling author Janet Evanovich comes a Stephanie Plum novel that takes

adventure, action, suspense (and maybe even true love?) to new heights.WATCH YOUR BACK . .

.LOOK BOTH WAYS . . .BECAUSE LOVE IS IN THE AIR . . . AND THAT MEANS BIG

TROUBLE!Mysterious men have a way of showing up in Stephanie Plum's apartment. When the

shadowy Diesel appears, he has a task for Stephanie--and he's not taking no for an answer. Annie

Hart is a "relationship expert" who is wanted for armed robbery and assault with a deadly weapon.

Stephanie needs to find her, fast. Diesel knows where she is. So they make a deal: He'll help her

get Annie if Stephanie plays matchmaker to several of Annie's most difficult clients. But someone

wants to find Annie even more than Diesel and Stephanie. Someone with a nasty temper. And

someone with "unmentionable" skills. Does Diesel know more than he's saying about Annie Hart?

Does Diesel have secrets he's keeping from Stephanie and the two men in her life--Ranger and

Morelli? With Stephanie Plum in over her head, things are sure to get a little dicey and a little

explosive, Jersey style!
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I think the book, itself, was good and entertaining. But it certainly was not a Janet Evanovich book.

While reading it, I just felt something was "off" but I couldn't pinpoint what it was. Then the scene

where Ranger shows up. Now, Plum enthusiasts know in their hearts what Ranger will say to

Stephanie. He'll say, "Babe." But he didn't. He said something like, "I didn't mean to startle you."



Ranger doesn't talk like that. Not even in the early novels. "Babe" is his trademark. Never, ever,

would he NOT say that to Stephanie. So from then on out I read the book with the nagging thought

that Janet Evanovich didn't write it.And THAT is what is wrong with it. I don't think she did. The

visuals weren't there. The dialogue was off. Lula doesn't talk that way. Grandma doesn't talk that

way, and no way would Stephanie's father actually TALK at the dinner table like he did in this

book.No, I don't think this was written by Janet Evanovich at all. It was someone else's good

attempt at it, but it fell short. A great read, though, for those that want a fun novel. But it is not for

Plum enthusiasts.

Plum Lovin' reminds me of an appetizer. The breadsticks the waitress brings you to tide you over

until your meal comes. This book is the breadsticks, Janet the waitress, and your dinner will be book

13, out in June.It's a short, quick, little read. A fun filled adventure through Trenton with our favorite

bounty hunter, Stephanie. Diesel, from the book Visions of Sugar Plums, returns to make a deal

with Stephanie. He knows where her latest skipped bond is, and will hand her over if Stephanie

helps a few lonely hearts have a good Valentines Day. Stephanie agrees.Plum Lovin' is filled with

the usual crazy antics we have all come to love and expect, plus a few new ones. Some laugh out

loud moments with Lula.Joe and Ranger are not a big part of this book; in fact they both make one

small appearance (sigh). Diesel is the main man in this book and I for one was glad to see him

again. How lucky can one girl be to have three of the finest men by her side? Ranger leaves town

and tells Stephanie he has to talk to her when he gets back. He never gets back in this book, so I

am anxious to see what he has to say in book 13.An enjoyable read. It'll help you get through the

next several months while we wait for the next Stephanie Plum adventure.

For those of us who love Stephanie Plum this novel will be a HUGE disappointment. Like the

Christmas novel she did a few years back this is a FANTASY. Instead of hunting down Santa Claus

as she did in the previous novel Stephanie is playing Cupid. This is Ms. Evanovich using

Stephanie's fan base to make money off of shoddy writing and stilted characters. She managed to

get two stars from me because it is Stephanie and there are a FEW good scenes otherwise if you

have to read it GO TO THE LIBRARY. DO NOT waste your hard earned money on this Dribble.

First let me say that the story is okay. Just okay. This book is so short that it was probably written in

as much time as it took me to read it. The result is a more shallow story development, less of the

funnier sidetracks we're accustomed to and a less satisfying payoff.This smacks of Janet looking for



a quick score off the back of a popular series at the expense of her fans and, as a devoted reader of

the Plum series, I feel exploited.

I have read, and loved, most of the Stephanie Plum novels, but this one doesn't even seem like it

was written by Evanovich. With the exception of predictable language patterns (the man "angling

himself behind the wheel") there was none of the Stephanie relationship suspense. No Ranger, 2

minutes of Morelli and a new guy Diesel that she doesn't even flirt with. It was short in length, short

on action, and definitely short on romance. If you need to read it, borrow it from the library. Don't

spend money on this one.

I've read every Stephanie Plum book and I'm a dedicated enough fan that I'll read the next one just

to give Ms. Evanovich the benefit of the doubt. If it remotely resembles this jumbled, supernatural

"holiday" story, it will be my last Plum book. Aside from the fact that Joe and Ranger are just

mentioned in passing, the entire story premise is ridiculous. If she would like to start a supernatural

themed series of books, there may be people who would like them. However, I have lots of friends

who read and share these books with each other and I haven't met a single one who liked the

Christmas "mini book" and the few who've tried to read this one gave up. Sadly, I was trapped on a

plane and had wrongly believed I would enjoy this book during the flight. Instead, I was just angered

that I'd wasted the money. It was a truly terrible book.Shame on the author and her publisher for

clearly going for a quick buck off the Stephanie Plum fan base when this book has almost nothing to

do with this series! I cannot stress enough how bad this book stinks!

Not much of a plot or story in this "between the numbers" book. The editorial reviews pretty much

say it all.St. Martin's Press and Holtzbrinck Publishers, LLC are shamelessly exploiting Stephanie

Plum fans by publishing this less than 200 page book in hardback and charging 16 dollars for it.

Exploitation of this type is a growing trend in the publication industry and includes the trend of the

trade paperback in lieu of the mass-market paperback. Please, understand that the author often

doesn't have a choice (contract) and write or email the publisher to complain. The email address is

on their website under FAQ. Be sure to include the ISBN number.St. Martin's PressATTN:

PUBLICITY DEPT.175 Fifth AvenueNew York, NY 10010
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